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Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity (DART)

• Too many chemicals (~83K) to test each by traditional animal-based 
methods (cost, time, 3Rs).

• Frank R. Lautenberg Chemical Safety for the 21st Century Act (2016) amends 
and updates TSCA:

- mandates EPA to evaluate existing chemicals, new uses, and new chemicals; 
- affirmation of ‘low’ and ‘high’ priority substances based on unreasonable risk;
- calls out pregnant women and children as susceptible populations. 

• DART testing is important for assessing the potential for adverse 
consequences of chemical exposure on developmental health and disease.

• Predictive DART flips the dynamic from in vivo observation (apical endpoints 
in pregnant animal studies) to in vitro evaluation (pathway-level profiling). 
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• HTS testing (e.g., Tox21) can profile the bioactivity of many chemicals in commerce but 
predictive DART’s challenge is using the in vitro data for hazard identification.

• Reducing biology to its fundamental parts is useful for HTS profiling but this reduction 
disrupts the very nature that makes a system complex in the first place.

• When modeling developmental processes and toxicities, we need to rebuild this 
complexity and put spatial dynamics and cell-cell signaling back into the equation.

• Hypothesis: computer models that recapitulate a morphogenetic series of events can be 
used analytically (to understand) and theoretically (to predict) developmental toxicity.

Virtual reconstruction of developmental toxicity
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Anatomical homeostasis in a self-regulating ‘Virtual Embryo’

SOURCE: Andersen, Newman and Otter 
(2006) Am. Assoc. Artif. Intel.

Mouse Morula
SOURCE: Science Photo Library
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• ABMS: a heuristic approach to reconstruct tissue dynamics from the bottom-up, cell-by-
cell and interaction-by-interaction.

• CompuCell3D: open-source modeling environment for modular reconstruction of a 
spatially dynamic morphogenetic series of events using the ‘cell’ as a computational unit.

- engineered at Indiana University by James Glazier and colleagues (compucell3d.org); 
- cell-autonomous ‘agents’ interact in shared microenvironment;
- biological ‘rules’ coded in Python control ‘steppables’ that determine distinct cell fate and behavior;
- growth, proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation, polarization, motility, ECM, signal secretion, …;
- multicellular systems self-organize stochastically into emergent phenotypes;
- multiscale models simulate systems-level consequences of in silico perturbation.

Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS)
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Somite Formation

SOURCE: Hester et al. (2011) PLoS Comp Biol

Cell      FGF8     LNFG

SOURCE: Dias et al. (2014) Science
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Hes1-EGFP time-lapse (3h)
Masamizu et al. 2006 

Clock and Wavefront
Simulation

• oscillating gene expression 
(eg, Hes1, LNFG)

• signal gradients along AP axis 
(eg, FGF8, RA)

• differential cell adhesion (eg, 
ND, ephrin system) 

Epithelialization Model

• clock genes do not oscillate
• somites form simultaneously

• Adding the wavefront
restores sequentiality

• Adding the clock 
improves regularity



cell field FGF8 FGF4 FGF10

SHH GREM-1 BMP4 BMP7

Limb-bud Outgrowth

Control Network
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https://actor.epa.gov/dashboard/

in silico
teratogenesis
(simulation)

SOURCE: NCCT, unpublished



Genital Differentiation

androgen SHH field FGF10 field no androgen

Genital tubercle (GT)                                                Control Network (mouse)

ABM simulation for sexual dimorphism (mouse GD13.5 – 17.5)
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• Driven by urethral endoderm (contact, fusion apoptosis) and androgen-dependent 
effects on preputial mesenchyme (proliferation, condensation, migration) via FGFR2-IIIb.
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Hypospadias

SHH FGF

androgen

vinclozolin
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Control network, blood-brain barrier development

5HPP-33

Microglial-Endothelial network
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T Zurlinden, K Saili – NCCT (2017)

VEGF-A gradient from 
neuroprogenitor source at the 

ventricular surface

Vascularization of the Developing Brain



Palatal Fusion
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Medial Edge Epithelium (MEE)

SOURCE: Hutson et al. (2017) Chem Res Toxicol
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Jin and Ding (2006) Development

MEE breakdown is 
programmed genetically to 

coincide with apposition



Hacking the Control Network: in silico knockouts  ‘Cybermorphs’
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Network signals driving MEE apposition (MCS 200-2000)

• SHH::FGF and SHH::BMP signaling loops stimulate cell 
proliferation and ECM production in the mesenchyme

- MEE expression of SHH is the main driver of outgrowth

- mesenchymal expression of FGFs and BMPs drive cell proliferation 
and ECM production, respectively

Network signals driving MEE dissolution (MCS 2000-3000)

• TGFβ3::EGF signaling loop switches cell fate from survival (high 
EGFR) to regression (low EGFR).

- TGFβ3 triggers apoptosis (PCD), epithelial-mesenchymal transition 
(EMT), and migration (retraction).

- EGF has the opposite effect, maintaining MEE cell growth, 
proliferation, and survival



• Hierarchical clustering of 63 ToxCast chemicals that produce ‘cleft-palate’ in animal studies:
- Gene score by measure of assay potency (AC50) relative to cytotoxicity
- Chemotype by presence of a structural element (rings, bonds, moieties, …)

SOURCE: Baker et al. (2017), in preparation

Linking the model to DevTox
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Linking the model to DevTox
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• EGFR expression normally wanes several hours prior to apposition, flipping the TGFβ3::EGF switch to a 
dissolution state.

• Several cleft palate teratogens maintain EGFR expression inappropriately (Retinoic acid, 
Hydrocortisone, TCDD) [Abbott 2010].

• Fragility of the system with regards to this ‘switch-like’ behavior can be modeled quantitatively, 
essentially predicting the degree of EGFR disruption. 



Switch Dynamics: two in silico scenarios for teratogenic tipping points
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State 1 State 2



Toward a ‘Virtual Embryo’

Leung et al. (2016) Reprod Toxicol.
Zurlinden/Saili et al. (FY17 product).
Hunter et al. (FY18 product).
Your name here. 17

Genital Tubercle

Vasculature

Palate

Limb-bud

Heart NVU/BBB

Liver / GI

Neural Tube

Renal

Testis / BTB

Delivered Underway Future

Somite

Hester et al. (2011) PLoS Comp Bio; Dias et al (2014) Science
Kleinstreuer et al. (2013) PLoS Comp Bio.
Ahir et al. (MS in preparation).
Hutson et al. (2017) Chem Res Toxicol.



• Just as the cell is the fundamental unit of biology, so too should it be the computational 
unit (‘Agent’) for modeling embryogenesis. 

• An important concern is to understand when and how chemical exposure(s) that disrupt 
cell fate and behavior alters spatial dynamics, invoking dysmorphogenesis.

• Utilizing cell biological information to model predictive DART is a significant challenge for 
spatially-dynamic systems entailing precisely orchestrated interactions. 

• Multicellular agent-based models (ABM) can recapitulate complex cellular networks and 
simulate spatial dynamics in ways that would be difficult to investigate experimentally. 

• ABM simulations provide a novel computational approach that can be used to examine 
how quantitative ‘lesions’ may translate into probabilistic phenotypes. 

Summary
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